INTRODUCTION
Lossless compression is still in high demand in medical image applications despite improvements in the computing capability and decrease in storage cost in recent years [1] . The Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) has been used in loss less medical image compression [2] . DWT-based compression usually has two phases: transform and encoding. In the transform phase, the reversible 5/3 wavelet is used for loss less compression [3] . The 5/3 wavelet is an integer to integer transform, so that integer pixel values can be losslessly transformed to integer coefficients. The lifting scheme is usually used in 5/3 wavelet implementation, which consumes less memory and requires less computation than the traditional convolution method [4] . In the encoding phase, several wavelet zero-tree based algorithms have been proposed to efficiently encode the wavelet tree, such as SPIHT [5] , EBCOT [6] and Backward Coding Wavelet Tree (BCWT) [7] . BCWT is an efficient and fast algorithm, utilizing Maximum Quantization of Descendants (M QD, defined in section B) in a one-pass encoding procedure. The original BCWT implementation is a CPU-based sequential codec, which can be improved with proper parallelization.
Recently, General Purpose Graphic Processing Unit (GPGPU) computing has been increasingly used to accelerate traditionally sequential procedures [8] . GPGPU 978-1-4799-4053-0114/$31.00 ©2014 IEEE 21
computing has been proposed to accelerate some widely used image compression standards, such as JPEG2000 [9] and JPEG-XR [10] . However, some aspects of those standards were not designed for efficient parallelism, e.g. entropy coding. On the other hand, wavelet transform based MQD encoding is quite suitable for loss less parallel compression because of its intrinsic parallelism and simplicity [7, 11] . The basis of BCWT algorithm is building a MQD map in a one pass recursive backward coding which eliminates the bottlenecks present in all forward coding of wavelet trees [5, 6] . A detailed description of BCWT algorithm can be found in reference [7] . In this paper, we proposed a new GPU-accelerated wavelet tree based MQD encoding algorithm, i.e. Parallel Coding of Wavelet Trees (PCWT). PCWT modifies the BCWT by introducing unified encoding procedure (i.e. all bands have corresponding MQD matrix) and applying forward encoding to enable sample image encoding. The GPGPU model used in this paper is CUDA [12] , but it can be extended to other models, e.g. OpenCL [13] . This paper is organized as follows: the first section introduces the background of the wavelet transformed based MQD encoding for image compression. The second section describes the proposed compression procedure in detail. The third section describes the decompression procedure and discusses the differences between compression and decompression procedures. The fourth section demonstrates the experimental results of our PCWT compression algorithm and JPEG-XR. The conclusion including future work is provided in the fifth section.
II.
COMPRESSION PROCEDURE Fig. 1 shows the main stages and data structures involved in the compression procedure. Note that "device" is interchangeable with "GPU" and "host" is interchangeable with "CPU" in this paper.
A. Parallel Forward 2D LDWT Parallel forward 2D Lifting-scheme-based DWT (LDWT) generates LDWT coefficients from the input image for the subsequent encoding phases. 2D 5/3 LDWT is used to perform lossless forward (and inverse) 2D LDWT. Parallel MQD calculation obtains the 2D MQD matrix from the generated 2D wavelet coefficients, in the first stage of the encoding phase. The 2D MQD map has 114 the size of the wavelet coefficients matrix. Each node in the MQD map, denoted as m'J, is defined as in [7] :
CiJ : The wavelet coefficient at coordinate (i, j). O(i, j) : A set of coordinates of all the offspring of (i,j).
q -max { q }: The maximum quantization
level of the offspring of (i,j).
Based on the MQD definition, parallel MQD calculation is from the lowest level to the highest level. LL band and bands at the lowest level generate MQD matrices not requiring lower-level MQD matrix support. All other bands 22 generate MQD matrices that do require support from lower level MQD bands.
Parallel MQD calculation is a block-wise and row-wise operation. Each block fetches 2 X 2N coefficients from the current level coefficient band with or without 1 X N MQDs from lower-level MQD matrices (as required) to generate 1 X N MQDs in the current level MQD matrix. Qmax is the maximum MQD at the highest level ofMQD matrix, which is referred to as the "search matrix". Qmax is used to encode the four bands at the highest level of the MQD matrix, and it can be obtained by performing reduction operation on the search matrix. Parallel Qmax search is the second stage of the encoding phase.
Three steps are applied to obtain Qmax: horizontal reduction, vertical reduction and final reduction.
In horizontal reduction, each block is assigned to process one row of processing matrix. Elements in one row are divided into T subsets, and each thread handles one subset with a "compare-and-swap" to find the maximum value within the subset and relocate it to the head of that row. The horizontal reduction forms a compacted matrix with T elements in each row.
Vertical reduction decreases the vertical dimension of compacted matrix generated from horizontal reduction. Vertical reduction includes multiple passes. Each pass contains multiple blocks so that one pass can cover the complete compacted (and vertically reduced) matrix. The vertical reduction stops when a vertically reduced MQD matrix that can fit within the memory limit of one block is formed.
After horizontal and vertical reductions, one block can handle the full remaining matrix. The final reduction is similar to the vertical reduction, but with only one block.
Note that the final maximum value is obtained by using only one thread. This single thread searches the final T elements and finds the final maximum value. Using a single thread in GPU processing is normally inefficient; however, because the size of processing data has been decreased dramatically, the effect of using a single thread in the last part of the final reduction is negligible.
D. Parallel Encoding
Parallel encoding is the core of the encoding phase, in which coefficients are encoded into the bitstream. Parallel encoding is performed band by band, from the highest level to the lowest level and in the unit of "element". "Element" in the parallel encoding stage is the basic unit of encoding and includes one MQD with four corresponding LDWT coefficients in one band at one level. Each element is encoded by a single thread. Within each band, the encoding order of elements is row by row from top-left corner to bottom-right corner. Because the encodings of those elements are launched simultaneously, their order is reflected as the physical location order in the generated bitstream, not temporal order.
Parallel encoding follows a simplified and uniform wavelet tree encoding rule [7] :
(1) The MQD in each element is encoded first by Qmax (for the highest level) or higher level MQDs (for the remaining levels) (2) Coefficients are encoded by the MQD in that element. In addition to the bitstream that contains the encoded element, a second array referred to as the "length array" records the number of bits used by every element.
E. Sequential Output
In the sequential output stage, the final encoded bitstream is output sequentially to form the compressed image file, based on bitstream and length array generated from the previous stage. The sequential output stage is the last stage of the compression procedure, and it is performed on the host (CPU) side.
In addition to the data bitstream, metadata of the compressed image and compression parameters are also output within the file header to support the decompression operation. Four basic parameters that should be written into the header: (1) Qmax, (2) levels of DWT used in compression, (3) original image row size and (4) original image column size.
III. DECOMPRESSION PROCEDURE
As shown in Fig. 3 , two stages are used in the decoding procedure: the sequential decoding stage and the parallel inverse 2D LDWT transform stage. The decoding phase has the same level and band order as the encoding phase:
(1) The sequential decoding is performed from the highest level to the lowest level.
(2) Within each level, bands are decoded by the sequence of (LL-), HL-, LH-and HH-band;
(2) Within each band, elements are also decoded row by row from top-left corner to bottom-right corner. For each element, MQD is first decoded, and then the corresponding four coefficients are decoded.
B. Parallel Inverse 2D LDWT
Parallel inverse 2D LDWT is to restore the encoded image from wavelet coefficients. The parallel inverse 2D LDWT uses a similar configuration to the forward counterpart.
There are two differences between forward 2D LDWT and inverse 2D LDWT: (1) inverse LDWT performs inverse vertical 2D LDWT first and then inverse horizontal 2D LDWT second, while the forward counterpart performs the forward horizontal 2D LDWT first and then the forward vertical 2D LDWT second. (2) Inverse 2D LDWT has the embedded "Clustering-to-Interlacing" (C2I) operation at the beginning of both horizontal and vertical 2D inverse transforms. C2I operation can be viewed as the inverse operation of the "Interlacing-to-Clustering" (l2C) operation in forward 2D LDWT. 
IV. EXPERIMENT
The purpose of our PCWT algorithm is to achieve fast compression while maintaining an acceptable compression ratio with parallelizable algorithms that lend themselves to GPGPU implementation. Our PCWT algorithm is compared with a CPU implementation of the JPEG-XR compression algorithm [14] . JPEG2000 is not chosen to compare with our algorithm even though it is wavelet transform based because of its high complexity and the corresponding low compression speed [15] . JPEG-XR is much faster and still achieved a competitive loss less compression rate [16] .
Our experimental PC is equipped with an Intel i7 2.93 GHz CPU with 6 GB memory. The GPU hardware is an NVIDIA GTX570 on the same PC. The JPEG-XR compression algorithm is implemented by using Microsoft .NET 4.0 framework. The PCWT compression algorithm is implemented by using native C++ (host-side) and CUDA C 4.0 (device-side).
We have tested PCWT and JPEG-XR algorithms on 20 publicly accessible images. In Table 1 images out of those 20 images are listed, and their thumbnail versions are shown in Fig. 4 . Fig. 1 through 3 are medical images and Figure 4 is a satellite image. Table 1 shows that PCWT performs much better than JPEG-XR for processing large images. For test images with size larger than 20 MP (e.g. Image 4), PCWT can achieve about 5-6 times faster compression speed than JPEG-XR, with less than 10% additional storage overhead. There is a much more modest improvement in decompression speed for PCWT, because the decoding phase in the decompression procedure is sequential.
V. CONCLUSION
PCWT is a fast and efficient wavelet tree encoding algorithm. With a carefully designed parallel lossless wavelet transform and an MQD based coefficient encoding algorithm, PCWT can achieve 6 times faster encoding speed than a popular JPEG-XR implementation, with comparable sizes of generated files. Scalability of PCWT is high, because most of the parallel steps do not have any hardware specification limitations. The current PCWT implementation is lossless, which meets the requirement of most medical image applications. However, it would not be difficult to change it into lossy mode. Possible improvements include a faster Qmax search stage and extra group encoding step. Heterogeneous implementation is also possible for decoding and ROI-related processing. PCWT will keep evolving with the algorithm improvement and hardware progress.
